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In a series of experiments carried out at the major accelerator facilities available in India, we have studied
the quasi-fission reaction mechanism at beam energies close to the Coulomb barrier for different targetprojectile combinations. It is argued that there may be two factors that determine the quasi-fission
reaction: (i) nuclear orientation dependence, particularly for deformed target and/or projectile and (ii)
direction of mass flow towards increased mass symmetry. Our measurements show the evidence of
importance of the effect of mass flow over that of the dependence on the relative nuclear orientation, for
deformed target and projectile combinations. The different experimental probes used to identify quasifission process are also discussed.

1. Introduction
One of the major aspects of today’s nuclear
physics research is to look for the right kind of
target and projectile combinations in order to
synthesize super heavy elements (SHE) in the
laboratory [1]. Formation of SHE requires fusion
of two heavy nuclei. Since the probability of
decay of a compound nucleus increases with
excitation energy, it is desirable that compound
nucleus (or SHE) is produced at moderate
excitation energy, i.e; near the Coulomb barrier
energy where fusion cross section is not very
low.
When a target nucleus is hit by a projectile
nucleus near the Coulomb barrier energy, the
contributions in reaction cross-sections comes
mainly from the three processes:
(i) Formation of an evaporation residue: The
projectile and the target overcome the Coulomb
repulsion and reach an attractive potential pocket
due to strong nuclear forces. The fused dinuclear system may then reach a compact, heavy
mononuclear configuration, which equilibrates in
all degrees of freedom to a compound nucleus.
The composite-system may de-excite through
light-particle evaporation and end up as an
evaporation residue (ER) that is stable or has a
long lifetime.
(ii) Decay in fission channel: The equilibrated
compound nucleus, because of its excitation
energy and very high fissility, often reaches an
unconditional mass-symmetric saddle through
shape oscillations and subsequently undergoes
binary fission.

(iii) Decay in quasi-fission channel: In some of
the cases, the composite system breaks up in
fission like events before complete equilibration
in shape and mass degree of freedom. This is
known as quasi-fission.
It may be mentioned here that quasi-fission
is different from the fast-fission [2] or preequilibrium fission [3] reactions. The fast fission
occurs for a composite system when the angularmomentum-dependent fission barrier drops
below the nuclear temperature and becomes
extremely small. This feature is not prominent at
near barrier energies, mainly shows up relatively
at higher beam energies and for the systems with
larger fissilities. In the case of pre-equilibrium
(PEQ) fission, the composite nucleus breaks
before complete equilibration in shape or Kdegree (K being the projection of total angular
momentum on the symmetry axis of the
fissioning nucleus) of freedom. The PEQ process
is expected even when the fission barrier is nonvanishing in contrast to the fast fission process.
The major difference between PEQ fission and
quasi-fission is that, while PEQ fission follows
the formation of a compact mononuclear system
or ER, quasi-fission is not.
Quasi-fission process lies intermediate
between the deep-inelastic collisions (DIC) and
the compound nuclear reactions in terms of
reaction time scales. DIC are characterized by
large energy dissipation with the preservation of
the entrance channel mass asymmetry but quasifission involves full energy dissipation and
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substantial mass diffusion toward the symmetric
mass split.
Quasi-fission is a serious competitor for the
formation of a compound nucleus and
subsequently, the formation of an ER. Since
quasi-fission occurs before the target and
projectile fuse to form a compound nucleus, it
hinders the formation of the ER. It is a prominent
reaction channel at low excitation energies, just
above the fusion threshold, where the ER
formation also maximizes. Therefore, for a
proper choice of target and projectile in a
reaction aiming at the synthesis of a super heavy
element, it is important to study the reaction
mechanism of quasi-fission at beam energies
close to the Coulomb barrier for different targetprojectile combinations of varying entrance
channel mass asymmetry.

2. Fusion-fission and quasi-fission
Quasi-fission is a phenomenon which has
physical properties very similar to those of
fission from compound nucleus fission which we
call “Fusion-fission”. When two nuclei collide,
the fusion occurs if the system can overcome the
internal frictional energy loss, so as to proceed
from a contact configuration, to a conditional
saddle configuration. This configuration can be
defined as being the one corresponding to the
maximum of potential energy with the initial
value of mass asymmetry partially relaxed. Then
the frictional forces will trap the system and a
mono-nuclear system will be formed. In order to
undergo a compound nuclear fission, the system
should evolve from contact configuration to
unconditional saddle configuration with no
constrain on the mass asymmetry, shape and K
degrees of freedom for a symmetric mass
splitting of the composite.
In Fig1 the compound nuclear fission or
fusion fission (FF) mechanism is illustrated in
the landscape of interaction potential [4]
represented as a function of the inter-nuclear
distance R separating the two nuclei. In heavy
ion collisions, the colliding nuclei are assumed to
be in the ground state when they are far apart. In
the interaction regime, a neck is formed between
two nuclei and the initially separate ions
transform to a single composite system with two
mass and charge distribution centers. In the
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sudden approximation, the density of the
composite system is assumed to remain identical
to that of ions at large distance, i.e; the densities
of the ions remain frozen in this case. The
interaction potential with frozen densities is
termed “sudden potential”. The sudden
approximation is reasonably valid in the initial
fusion of the colliding ions. In the study of the
subsequent evolution of the fused system, the
collective excitation of the shape and mass
degree of freedom should be considered which
transform the potential energy landscape into one
where shape and mass degrees of freedom relax
to equilibrium, thus generating a new density
distribution in the region where the ion overlap is
the strongest. The relevant interaction potential is
known as adiabatic potential. From Fig 1, it is
evident that the system is trapped in the entrance
channel after surmounting the fusion barrier. The
saddle configuration is elongated enough to keep
the system trapped and the system evolves to the
formation of compound nucleus. After that,
fission occurs from the compound nucleus
crossing the fission barrier.

Fig. 1 The potential energy diagram for the
mechanism of fusion-fission (FF) or compound
nuclear fission.
The quasi-fission (QF) reaction is
characterized by full energy relaxation but
incomplete mass and shape relaxation. The QF
process can be explained following Swiatecki’s
dynamical model [5]. It was assumed that
dynamical evolution of the two colliding nuclei
could be described by a sequence of shapes of
two spheres connected by conical neck. The
complete specification of the system, formed
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after the collision of target and the projectile,
needs three microscopic variables: the first
related to the distance separating the centre of
masses of each nucleus or to the elongation of
the system when the two fragments strongly
overlap, the second associated with the mass
asymmetry and the third related to the properties
of neck.
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3. Experimental probes to study
quasi-fission
The presence or absence of quasi-fission can be
experimentally determined using the following
probes:
A. Measurement of Evaporation Residue crosssection: In a di-nuclear model the evaporation
residue cross-section can be written as:

ER(Ecm)=capture(Ecm).PCN(Ecm).Psurvival(Ecm) …(1)

Fig. 2 The potential energy landscape for the
quasi-fission reaction.
The mechanism of QF is illustrated in Fig 2
in the landscape of interaction potentials as a
function of inter-nuclear distance R. The
trajectory of the system leading to QF is shown
in figure by the arrow marked curve. In the
condition for QF to occur, the system reaches
mass asymmetric saddle, but not the mass
symmetric unconditional saddle, which means it
first fuses and the fission occurs without passing
through the compound nuclear configuration.
Here, the fused system is restricted by a mass
asymmetric fission barrier, but the saddle
configuration is too compact to trap the system.
In heavy systems (typically, Zt · Zp > 1600,
where Zt and Zp are the target and projectile
atomic numbers), the compactness of the exit
channel configuration may prevent the formation
of a mono-nucleus leading to quasi-fission.
However, also for the fusion of much lighter
systems (Zt · Zp ∼ 800), the existence of quasifission as exit channel has recently been
demonstrated [6]. The possible reason for this
has been discussed in section 6.

where Psurvival is the survival probability of the
ER that is determined by the competition
between fission and neutron evaporation of the
excited compound nucleus. PCN is the probability
of complete fusion after the capture stage in the
di-nuclear system. capture is the partial capture
cross-section for the formation of the di-nucleus
system in competition with other peripheral
reactions like quasi-elastic processes. The partial
capture cross section for the transition of the
colliding nuclei over the Coulomb barrier with
probability T(Ecm, J) and for the formation of the
di-nuclear system is given by

Since for quasi-fission, the probability of
complete fusion (PCN in equation 1) is less, ER
cross-section will be smaller. Thus, suppression
of measured ER cross section can be treated as a
direct signal of the presence of quasi-fission in a
reaction.
B. Measurement of fission fragment angular
anisotropy: Fission fragment angular anisotropy
(A) is defined as the ratio of the fragments yields
emitted at the beam direction to the
perpendicular direction [W(0)/W(90)]. As per
statistical saddle point model, angular anisotropy
A= 1 + < l2 >/4K02 where < l2 > is the second
moment of the compound nucleus spin
distribution. The variance of the K-distribution
K02 is given as IeffT/h2, where Ieff is the effective
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moment of inertia and T is the temperature at the
saddle point.
In quasi-fission reaction mass asymmetry
degree of freedom may not be equilibrated.
Experimental evidence [7] shows that massasymmetry degree of freedom equilibrates more
rapidly than shape or K equilibration. Thus the
fact that K equilibration may not occur in quasifission (implying smaller value of K02) will result
in a larger angular anisotropy compared to the
statistical model calculation.
C. Measurement of pre-scission neutron
multiplicity: Pre-scission neutron multiplicity is
also considered as a useful probe for the study of
fission dynamics. Because the time scales of
quasi-fission (saddle to scission time) and
fusion-fission (pre-saddle time + saddle to
scission time, typically 30 x 10-21 sec) are
different, the appearance of quasi-fission at nearbarrier energies should also be reflected in prescission neutron multiplicity data. Such change
(decrease) in neutron multiplicity with the onset
of quasi-fission has been observed [8].
However, identification of the reaction
mechanism (particularly QF) is not always
unambiguous using the above mentioned
experimental probes. In fact, probe A and probe
B discussed above, provided contradictory
conclusions regarding the presence/absence of
QF in a reaction. A very interesting case in point
is the 16O + 238U system, which is a highly fissile,
deformed system and therefore is a probable
candidate for quasi-fission at near-barrier
energies. Anomalous increase of fission
fragment angular anisotropy compared to
statistical model has been observed for this
system at near-barrier energies, which indicates a
significant contribution from quasi-fission
reaction. By assuming that the effect of quasifission is predominant in the sub-barrier region,
where the orientation of the deformed target
projectile system is crucial to determine the
fusion trajectory, Hinde et al. [9] explained the
anomalous energy dependence of the fragment
anisotropy for the 16O + 238U system and
concluded that there is a quasi-fission transition
at sub-barrier energies. On the contrary, the cross
sections of the evaporation residues measured for
the same system at near and sub-barrier energies
were reported [10] to be consistent with the
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statistical theory, indicating that the contribution
from quasi-fission is not significant.
D. Measurement of Fission fragment mass
distribution: We proposed [11] that the variation
of the width of the fragment mass distribution
with excitation energies is a promising probe for
studying quasi-fission, particularly at energies
close to the Coulomb barrier. Because the
statistical fission of the compound nucleus
proceeds through shape changes over a mass
symmetric unconditional fission barrier, the
fission fragment mass distribution is symmetric
around the average mass of the target and the
projectile. In such a case, the width (or standard
deviation σm) of the mass distribution is a
smoothly varying function of the excitation
energy. However, because quasi-fission proceeds
through a binary-fission-like reaction mechanism
over a mass asymmetric fission barrier, the
fragment mass distribution is expected to be
mass asymmetric. For a mixture of fusion-fission
and quasi-fission, the mass distribution may still
be peaked around the average of the projectile
and the target mass, but the width of the mass
distribution may get larger. Therefore, if the
proportion of the quasi-fission reaction increases
with change in the excitation energy, there will
be an increase in the width of the mass
distribution. Such an increase in the width of
fragment mass distribution with a decrease in
energy has been reported recently around the
Coulomb barrier [6]. We have observed similar
anomalous increases in width of mass
distribution with decreases in beam energy in
fusion of systems with the deformed 232Th as
target [12].

4. Experiments:
In a series of experiments carried out at the
major accelerator facilities available in India, we
have studied the quasi-fission reaction
mechanism at beam energies close to the
Coulomb barrier for different target-projectile
combinations. The results of the experiments,
reported here, were mainly carried out at the
Inter University Accelerator Centre (IUAC) at
New Delhi. The role of entrance channel on
fusion-fission and quasi-fission dynamics was
explored.
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The first string of measurements was for a
spherical target 209Bi, with 16O and 19F
projectiles.
The
angular
distribution
measurements in the same experiments
supplemented the existing angular anisotropy
measurements. The next series of experiments
were done using a deformed target of 232Th ( and
projectiles of 16O and 19F). The angular
anisotropy data existing in these systems showed
an anomalous increase of the anisotropy as the
beam energy decreased through the Coulomb
barrier. The mass distributions were measured
for these systems to explore role of target
deformation on fusion-fission and quasi-fission.
In order to explore the role of entrance
channel mass-asymmetry on fusion-fission and
quasi-fission, we populated the compound
nucleus 246Bk using the reaction 11B+235U and
14
N+232Th at the same excitation energy and
measured the fragment mass distribution to look
for the variation of the width of the mass
distribution with excitation energy of the
compound nucleus.
The experiments involved measurements of
the mass distribution of the fission fragments
close to and above the Coulomb barrier. The
experiments at IUAC, New Delhi were carried
out using pulsed beams of width about 1.1 ns,
with a pulse separation of 250 ns, from the 15UD
Pelletron. The targets were placed at an angle of
45 degree to the beam. Fission fragments were
detected with two large area position sensitive
multi-wire proportional counters [13] developed
by us.
The MWPCs consisted of five wire planes,
one anode, two sense wire planes (X, Y) and two
cathode wire planes. The separation between
anode and X (or Y) planes was 1.6 mm while
separation between X (or Y) and a cathode plane
was 3.2 mm. The anode wire planes consisted of
12.5 micron diameter gold plated tungsten wires,
soldered 1.0 mm apart. The X and Y sense wire
planes were perpendicular to each other and were
made of 50 micron diameter gold coated
tungsten wire, placed 2.0 mm apart. The cathode
wire planes were also made of 50 micron
diameter Au–W wire, placed 1.0 mm apart.
Considering that count rate will be below 1 kHz,
we derived the X-Y position information from
two sense wire planes with delay line readout.
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Fig. 3 Time of flight (TOF) set up inside 1.5 meter diameter scattering chamber at Nuclear
Science Centre, New Delhi.
The detectors were placed typically at 56
and 30 cm from the target. The backward
detector (MWPC2) was kept at smaller distance
to ensure the full folding angle coverage for the
fission fragments detected in forward (MWPC1)
detector. The operating pressures of the detectors
were maintained at about 3 torr of isobutane gas.
The beam was dumped on a Faraday cup
with suppression for secondary electrons. The
beam current was measured by a current
integrator. Two silicon surface barrier detector of
thickness 300 μm, with a slit diameter of 2.0 mm
in front of it, were kept at angle ±10◦ with
respect to the beam to monitor the yields for
elastically scattered particles and were used to
normalise the fission fragment yields of the
MWPCs. One of these solid sate detectors was
also used for on-line monitoring of the time
structure of the beam.
For each fission event, the flight time of the
fragments from the fast anode pulses of the
detectors with respect to the pulsed beam, the X
and Y positions and the energy loss of fission
fragments (from the cathode planes) were
measured. The trigger signal for the data
acquisition system was generated by taking
coincidence between any of the anode signals
and the master oscillator of the pulsing system.
The detection efficiency of fission fragments was
better than 95% and the estimated mass
resolution for fission fragments was about 4
a.m.u.
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The fission fragments were well separated
from elastic and quasi-elastic reaction channels,
both from the time correlation and energy loss
spectra in the detectors. The masses of the fission
fragments were determined event by event from
precise measurements of flight paths and flight
time differences of the complimentary fission
fragments using the following set of equations
[14]:

where m1, m2 are the fragment masses; t1 and t2
are the flight times of the fragments for the flight
paths d1 and d2; p1 and p2 are the linear momenta
of the fragments in laboratory frame; mCN and
VCN are the mass and velocity of the compound
nucleus. The difference in machine time for the
two time of flight spectra t0 was determined
precisely for each beam energy from the required
identity of the measured mass distributions in
two detectors.
In the range of the energies of our
measurements, it was not expected that the fastfission reaction would contribute in any
significant way. The pre-equilibrium fission does
not change the mass distribution of fission
fragments because the mass degree of freedom is
expected to equilibrate and the system would
pass over a mass symmetric unconditional
fission barrier. Hence the observed mass
distribution of fragments would be a mixture of
two possible reaction mechanisms—one of
compound nuclear statistical fission (with small
possible admixture of K non-equilibrated events)
over a symmetric mass unconditional fission
barrier and the other from quasi-fission reactions
with fission over a asymmetric mass saddle
point, before reaching a compact shape and
forming a compound nucleus. In both the above
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reaction mechanisms, the incident projectile
momentum would be completely transferred to
the fused di-nuclear system and the radial motion
of the nucleons would be completely damped.
However, for excitation energies close to the
Coulomb barrier, it is well known that fission
fragments are also produced in an incomplete
fusion-fission reaction, in which only a part of
the projectile fuses with the target and the
incompletely fused binary system equilibrates
and undergoes statistical fission reaction. Hence
such a reaction mechanism, known as transfer
fission (TF), needs to be separated
experimentally from the compound nuclear and
quasi-fission reactions.
The fission fragments from complete fusion
events followed by fission were exclusively
selected from the correlation of the velocities of
the fissioning system (Vpar) in the beam direction
relative to the recoil of the fused system and the
velocity perpendicular to the reaction plane
(Vperp), as well as the correlation of the polar and
azimuthal angles of the fragments (θ,φ) with
respect to the beam axis [13-16]. For the
complete fusion-fission (FF) process, the events
are centered in the scatter plot with velocities
(Vpar − VCN), Vperp = 0, 0. The scatter in the
velocities are essentially due to neutron
evaporation from the fragments. In Fig. 4, we
show a representative plot in a typical
measurement of the distributions of the
complementary fission events for the system 14N
+ 232Th at Ecm=77.3 MeV. The events
corresponding to the transfer fission (TF), are
scattered around nonzero (Vpar − VCN), Vperp
values. The events due to the above two reaction
channels (i.e., FF and TF) are also shown in a
plot of the distribution of the polar folding angle
in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows that the measured
folding angle distribution of FF events is peaked
around an angle with the expected value for
complete transfer of momentum of the projectile.
The events for incomplete fusion (i.e., TF), are
peaked around a smaller folding angle as the
ejectile moves in the backward direction. Figure
5(b) shows the same distributions for the events
that are within the rectangular gate in the (Vpar –
VCN), Vperp plot as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that the contribution of the incomplete fusion
events (i.e., TF events) are drastically reduced
and are estimated to be only about 1% of the
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fusion-fission (FF) events. That’s the standard
analysis method we have used to get rid of the
TF events.
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fragments that are only within the rectangular
gate of Fig 4.
Fig 6 shows representative mass distributions of
fission fragments, near and above the Coulomb
barrier energies for 11B + 235U, and 14N + 232Th
systems. The measured mass distributions are
well fitted with single Gaussian distribution at all
energies for all the systems reported here.

Fig. 4 Measured distributions of velocity of the
fissioning nuclei formed in the reaction 14N +
232
Th at Ec.m. = 77.3MeV. The (red) rectangle
indicates the gate used to select the fusionfission events for mass determination.

Fig. 6 Measured mass distributions for the
reactions 11B + 235U, and 14N + 232Th near and
above the Coulomb barrier energies. The
Gaussian fits are shown by (red) solid lines.

5. Role of target deformation on
quasi-fission:

Fig. 5 (a) Measured folding angle distributions
of all fission fragments in the reaction 14N +
232
Th at Ec.m. = 77.3MeV. Solid squares are the
experimental points, (green) dashed and (blue)
dotted lines represent the Gaussian fitting of the
fusion fission (FF) and transfer induced fission
(TF) events, respectively. The sum of the two
Gaussian fittings is shown by the solid (red) line.
(b) folding angle distributions of the fission

The variation of the variance of the fission
fragment mass distribution (σ2m ) are shown by
solid squares in Fig7 for 19F and 16O projectiles
on the spherical 209Bi nuclei. It has been
observed that the mass variance (σ2m ) shows a
smooth variation (trend is shown by solid lines)
with the beam energy of the fused system across
the Coulomb barrier. This is in qualitative
agreement with the predictions of statistical
theories [17,23]. It is also noted that no
significant departures are reported in the
fragment angular anisotropy measurements as
shown by the open symbols in the lower halves
of the figures (predicted anisotropies from SSPM
theory shown by dashed lines) for the spherical
target and projectile systems [11,18,19]. Thus for
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these target–projectile combinations, we
conclude that the systems fused to an
equilibrated compound nucleus in the fusion
meadow for all excitation energies, and
subsequently underwent shape changes to reach
an unconditional mass symmetric saddle and
fission.

Fig. 7 Mass variance (σ2m) as a function of beam
energy for spherical 209Bi target. The arrow
points to Coulomb barrier. The solid lines show
smooth variation of σ2m with Ecm. Reported
fragment anisotropy A (open symbols) and
SSPM predictions (dashed lines) are shown in
lower halves.

Fig. 8 Mass variance (σ2m) as a function of beam
energy for deformed 232Th target. The arrow
points to Coulomb barrier. Reported fragment
anisotropy A and SSPM predictions (solid and
dashed lines) are shown in lower halves.
Fig.8 shows the variation of the square of the
variances of the fitted Gaussian, σ2m, to the
experimental masses as a function of the c.m.
energy in 19F,16O + 232Th. We observed that for
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both the systems, above the fusion barrier, σ2m
decreases smoothly with the energy, but near the
barrier, σ2m starts to rise and reaches a peak. At
still lower energies, it again starts to fall
smoothly with a decrease in energy. It is noted
that the rise in σ2m occurs exactly at the energy
in which an anomalous rise in fragment
anisotropy had been observed, as shown in Fig.
8(b). The dashed curve in Fig. 8(b) is the
prediction from SSPM.
The sudden increase in the width of the
mass distribution for the deformed target near the
barrier signifies the onset of quasi-fission that
dominates the fission events at sub-barrier
energies. The definite correspondence of the
change of the mass distribution widths with that
of the average value of angular anisotropy at
sub-barrier energies, support the assumption of
orientation dependent quasi-fission reaction [9],
where it was conjectured that collision of the
projectile with the tip of the deformed target may
results in quasi-fission.

6. Role entrance channel
asymmetry on quasi-fission

mass

In fusion of much lighter systems (Zt · Zp ∼ 800),
the existence of quasi-fission has been reported
recently [20]. This may be explained
macroscopically on the basis of the dynamics of
the mass flow in the di-nuclear system in the
pathway to fusion that depends on the value of
the entrance channel mass asymmetry (defined
as α = (At − Ap)/(At + Ap), where At and Ap are the
target and projectile mass numbers) and its
magnitude with respect to the value of the
Businaro-Gallone mass asymmetry (αBG).
Basically, αBG separates the mass symmetric
liquid-drop fission barrier from the asymmetric
one [21]. For systems with α higher than αBG,
mass flows from the projectile to the target,
leading to increasing mass asymmetry, and thus
establishes quickly a mononuclear, compact
shape. On the other hand, for more symmetric
mass pairs with α lower than αBG, mass flows in
the direction of more symmetric di-nuclear
system, which, before evolving to a compact
mononuclear shape and equilibrating to a
compound nucleus, may pass over a mass-
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asymmetric saddle shape leading to quasifission.
Therefore there may be two factors that
determine the quasi-fission reaction: (i) nuclear
orientation
dependence,
particularly
for
deformed target and/or projectile, and (ii)
direction of mass flow toward increased mass
symmetry. It is of interest to assess which of
these above two effects plays a dominant role.
To explore this, in our experiment [22], we
chose the systems 11B + 235U and 14N + 232Th,
with entrance channel mass asymmetry just
larger (α = 0.911) and smaller (α = 0.886),
respectively, than the mass asymmetry for the
Businaro-Gallone ridge (αBG = 0.893) of the
compound nucleus 246Bk. However, the targets
235
U(β2 = 0.215) and 232Th (β2 = 0.207) have
similar ground state deformations so that the
probabilities of the di-nuclear systems forming
an elongated shape (which is possible for the
projectile hitting the tip of the prolate target) are
expected to be similar, because the separation
between the centers of the target and the
projectile for an end-on collision varies only by
about 0.13 fermi between the two cases. The
probabilities for QF depending upon the
orientation of nuclear axes are expected to be
similar for both the systems. However, the
probability of QF depending upon the direction
of mass flow toward a symmetric di-nuclear
system would act in tandem for the 14N + 232Th
(α < αBG) system but in opposition for the 11B +
235
U(α > αBG) system. So we would expect QF in
both the systems if the orientation dependent QF
is the dominant reaction mechanism. But, we
would expect QF only in 14N + 232Th and not in
11
B + 235U if the direction of mass flow drives the
system to QF. In the above scenario, we should
be able to throw light on the relative importance
of mass flow and orientation dependent QF
mechanisms, as we attempt to form an identical
compound nucleus 246Bk with the same
excitation energy and a similar angular
momentum in both the reactions.
The variation of standard deviation of the mass
distributions with excitation energy for two
reactions 14N + 232Th and 11B + 235U forming the
same composite system 246Bk is shown in Fig 9.

Fig 9. Measured variation of σm with excitation
energy for the two reactions forming the same
composite system 246Bk. The calculated variation
is shown by the solid (red) line.
The solid (red) line in the figure shows the
calculated variation from statistical theory
[17,23]. For the system 11B + 235U (α > αBG), the
width of the mass distribution follows the trend
expected for fusion fission from an equilibrated
compound nucleus. Because the mass flow in
this system is toward increased mass asymmetry,
the di-nuclear system is expected to evolve
quickly to a mononuclear system and reach
equilibration. The absence of any anomalous
increase in the width of the mass distribution
also shows that the effect of nuclear orientation
is not significantly present even for the events in
which the projectile collides with the tip of the
deformed target. But for the system 14N + 232Th
(α < αBG) near the Coulomb barrier, the width of
the mass distribution begins to rise, contrary to
the expectation for fission from a compound
nucleus. Because we have already observed that
the effect of nuclear orientation is insignificant
for the initial configuration, which is similar to
that of 11B + 235U, we conclude that the direction
of mass flow, which is toward increased mass
symmetry, triggers the evolution of the dinuclear system toward a quasi-fission reaction
that results in the increase of the width of the
mass distribution in this system.
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Summary:
Fission fragment mass distributions have
been studied for different target-projectile
combinations at beam energies close to the
Coulomb barrier to explore the role entrance
channel on the quasi-fission reaction
mechanism. In addition to the effect of
deformation, the entrance channel mass
asymmetry was found to play a crucial role in
the reaction mechanism, particularly in the
energies close to the Coulomb barrier. Our
measurements indicate that the sharp changeover of the reaction mechanism from fusion
to quasi-fission with the reversal of mass
flow across the Businaro Gallone ridge
would be a crucial factor in the synthesis of
super heavy nuclei.
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